Ultimate Tournament XIV - IMPORTANT

IMPORTANT
1 - All Sixaxis/Dual Shock 3 with battery are BANNED because of Bluetooth. You can't
enter the tournament if you expect to play with such a pad.
Batteries from those pads must be removed prior to arriving at the venue or you won't be able to
enter.
Remember removing your pad's battery is only temporary and you will be able to put it back
again after the tournament when you get home.
How to do that Check all the tutorials on Youtube, for instance here: http://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=M7y5uPeUuIs
PS2 pads with the USB converter of your choice or sticks are OK though. Make sure they do
work with the latest PS3 firmware as most consoles may be running the last firmware version.
*************** From Laboubam *****************
UTXIV Battery Removed Checking Desk
Here's how you can play in the tournament:
- Wireless Sixaxis are banned UNLESS the battery is removed, that's to say you will only be
able to use it with the USB, and Bluetooth won't work. If you don't know how to do it, please
don't bring your Sixaxis, then.
- USB stick/pad.
- your PS(2) stick/pad that you will be able to use with the Elecom USB adapters on every
PS3. You can also bring your personal USB adapter if you prefer using that one.
For the best gaming/tournament experience and comfort, all pads will be verified by the UT
Staff one by one.
Please seriously consider what we hardly expect especially since all you have to worry about at
UTXIV is your pad/stick status :
- Do not borrow pad/stick (USE YOUR OWN)
- Do not borrow USB cable (USE YOUR OWN)
- Do not borrow any PS3 adapter (USE YOUR OWN)
- Do not ask for UT Staff help about how to open a Sixaxis, we will have more important
things to manage.
- Do not try to remove the battery the D day. That's absolutely not the moment for it. Just do
it quietly at home maybe using this tutorial
http
://www.tekkenarena.com/forum/vi...=150&amp;t=3896
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or Youtube's help.
With no kind of stress.
If one of these points is not respected you won't be able to enter the tourney.
You still have many days to work on it my friends !
***********************************************
2 - WARNING : VISITORS ARE NOT ALLOWED !
Unfortunately, we don't have a 400+ sq. metre venue so the place is reserved for the players on
ly
!
Thank you for your understanding.
3 - Food & Drinks
*************** From Laboubam *****************
Food & Drinks @ Ultimate Tournament XIV
Since there's no restaurant or fast food near the tourney location (except the Best Western
Restaurant) Food & Drinks will be for sale for lunch and diner.
We propose a hot and tasty cheap menu with : - homemade noodles stir fry (midway between
Chinese noodles and Japanese yakisoba) as a hot dish - a drink (coca cola or fruit juice) candy or dessert.
To satisfy most of people, we'll propose 2 menus.
One with chicken and a second one only with eggs and vegetables (cabbage, carrot,
onions).
Hope this will make you have the best moment as possible.
***********************************************
4 - AS THE VENUE IS LOCATED ON THE 1ST FLOOR VERY CLOSE TO THE HOTEL
ENTRANCE, WE WILL TRY TO LIMIT THE NOISE !
5 - TAKE CARE OF YOUR BELONGINGS !
We're not responsible for any lost/stolen items, you need to keep your pad/stick/bag with you all
the time. Having your nick on your pad/stick could be a nice idea.
Even during dinner break you should bring your stuff with you. If that's a problem, there will be a
special area where you could leave your bag, but don't leave anything on a random table before
leaving for dinner, since all will be wiped out and it will be hard or even impossible to find your
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stuff again.
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